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Myles Sheehan—A Jesuit Priest and Medical 

Doctor Speaks About Dying and End-of-Life 

Procedures 

 

 The following interview was printed in my column in 

2003—Feast of All Souls. I believe it deserves a rerun. 

In the article from the U.S. Catholic magazine, Fr. 

Myles Sheehan is interviewed by the editors. Myles 

Sheen is a senior associate dean and professor of 

medicine at Loyola University Chicago Stritch School 

of Medicine in Maywood, Illinois and a practicing 

geriatric doctor, Sheehan helped to develop the 

geriatrics curriculum at Harvard Medical School and 

at Stritch. In my opinion, this is an excellent article. If 

you agree, please share it with your family and friends. 

  

What makes a good death? 

   A good death is one where you have the comfort of 

the sacraments, good pain control, your symptoms are 

adequately controlled, people who love you are 

nearby, and—this can be the hardest part—you can die 

in a place of your choosing.      

   Dying happily means someone sits and holds your 

hand. And your doctor tries to meet achievable goals 

and doesn’t abandon you to the experience of your 

illness. 

  

What does a worst-case scenario for death look like? 

   When doctors don’t do anything right and there’s 

poorly treated pain and symptoms are not controlled. 

The worst deaths I’ve seen were when someone had 

clearly been dying for quite a while but no one had 

raised the issue. It was like the two-headed guest at the 

dinner table whom everyone politely ignores. There 

can be almost a delusional fixation on a cure that 

doesn’t exist. That fixation leads to a much worse 

dying process in terms of pain, family dynamics, and 

insanity. 

  

How so? 

   I’ve seen delusional avoidance of dying and folks 

dying in severe pain after aggressive and excruciating 

treatment, while family members are fighting with 

each other and with the doctors. 

   You can’t help wondering, “What is wrong with all 

of you?” Why is it a news flash that someone with 

widely metastatic cancer that has been treated is dying 

now? Why did the family drive the doctor so insane 

about the treatment that he or she just gave up and did 

what the family wanted, all the while knowing it 

wouldn’t work? 

  

How does this happen? 

   Often the family members who strongly insist on 

ongoing life-sustaining therapy have a disturbed 

relationship with their parents. They think they need to 

prove their love by doing everything medically 

available to make up for what they haven’t done 

during their lifetime. In many ways, “I love you” in the 

United States is expressed through technology, 

money, or power. To some, the idea that we can’t keep 

a person from dying seems almost absurd. 

   The classic situation is the mother with two children. 

The daughter, who cared for Mama for a million years, 

says, “Let’s just keep her comfortable.” The son, 

who’s a lawyer from California, shows up and 

announces he’s going to sue everybody and he’s going 

to show everybody how much he loves Mama by 

demanding ridiculously burdensome treatments. I see 

this kind of thing way too often. 

  

What do you do in that situation? 

   I stand up and say no. I can be scary right back in the 

face of the lawyer from California. Of course, it helps 

to be senior associate dean of the medical school, and 

it helps to be a Jesuit priest when it’s a Catholic 

hospital.  

  

What do other doctors do? 

   Because I have a vow of poverty, it doesn’t matter to 

me how much money I make. But if you’re a doctor 

who has to see a certain number of patients a day to 

make money, you can’t spend a long period fighting 

with a crazy person. So you say, “I give up. Let’s just 

keep your mother on the ventilator. Fine.” 

   There’s another situation that sometimes leads 

families to insist on burdensome care for a dying 

person. That is with people who have been poor all 

their lives and have not had access to health care—say, 

someone among the working poor who doesn’t qualify 

for Medicaid. 

   Now try to explain to that family why it’s time to 

stop treating that man. As a society, we didn’t let Dad 
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have medical care throughout his whole life. Now that 

they’ve finally seen more health care than they’ve ever 

dreamed possible, the nice doctor is saying, “Oh well, 

I think we should stop this now.” Of course this family 

will be suspicious. 

  

Do families ever try to stop appropriate treatment? 

   I’ve been in a couple of horrible situations where I 

came close to calling in the district attorney because 

the family said, “Do not feed this person.” I have 

always said ‘no’ and that I would have them arrested 

if they tried to stop us. 

  

How important is it to have a living will or an 

advance directive about health care? 

   If you even think about documenting what you 

would like at the end of life, you’re about 900 percent 

ahead of most people. With an advance directive, 

though, the most important thing is to do it in 

conversation with your physician. If you draw up a 

durable power of attorney only with your lawyer, it’s 

like having marriage counseling with your banker. 

  

What do you recommend? 

   An advance directive is any form of documentation 

that expresses an individual’s wish in the event of a 

life-threatening illness in which he or she can no 

longer participate in the decision-making process. 

There are different kinds, such as the Living Will and 

the durable power of attorney for health care. 

   I find the living will very problematic because it 

talks of having a terminal illness and imminent death, 

but it’s hard to define when that’s actually happening. 

Is it when I have metastatic cancer, or when I get 

obstructive pneumonia from the cancer, or when I am 

septic from the pneumonia? 

   The Durable Power of Attorney allows me to appoint 

another individual who can speak with my voice if I 

can no longer participate in the discussion. That’s a far 

more useful thing, provided you have a conversation 

with the physician to set up the ground rules. 

  

What kind of conversation? 

   When I talk to my older patients, I ask them, “What 

if you got really sick and you couldn’t answer me in 

the emergency room. Would you want me to treat you 

very aggressively?” Most of my older people say, “Oh 

no, just let me go.” 

   But then I ask, “What if I could do something, and 

after a couple of days you’d be out of intensive care 

and home within a week or two?” And they say, “Well, 

of course, do that.” 

   And I say, “OK, that’s why I need somebody you 

trust whom I can talk with. I’d like to make a basic 

game plan with you: I’ll push hard for a day or two if 

I think I can get you better. If after a day or two you’re 

not getting better but getting worse and your other 

systems are failing, I will probably think it’s time to 

back off and make sure you’re very comfortable and 

allow you to die.” And they’ll say, “That makes 

sense.” 

  

You mentioned keeping your patient comfortable. Is 

that an accepted goal for all doctors? 

   During medical school I had no formal education on 

pain control, and many senior doctors are not good at 

controlling pain. It may take a while to get the right 

mix of pain medicines, but many patients do very well 

afterward. 

  

Yet the main reason people want assisted suicide is to 

avoid dying in pain. Is that a misconception? 

   There will always be plenty of suffering attached to 

the dying process because you’re leaving this life, 

which is not very sweet. And not knowing what’s on 

the other side hurt, too. As a doctor I can’t take that 

away, and I certainly wouldn’t try to take it away as a 

priest because it would be taking away someone’s 

humanity. As for pain, a well-trained doctor can take 

care of most of that and can relieve most symptoms.  

   As a society, we tend to avoid facing the end of life. 

The call for assisted suicide is a quick fix to avoid the 

issue. 

  

Why do you say it’s a quick fix? 

   Well, look at the premise: I am very much afraid of 

having a bad death. I don’t trust doctors. I don’t think 

they can sustain my quality of life. Therefore, I will let 

a doctor kill me. There are some logic problems there. 

   Instead, can we think about what it means to die in 

the context of my life and what a good death might be? 

I think the increasing distance we have from a natural 

death leaves people not thinking clearly. 

  

Do doctors feel pressure to assist in suicides? 

   Perhaps some do. But I think if they were more 

adequately informed about how to care for folks in a 

larger context, it would relieve some of the pressure 

they feel. 

   When a patient says, “Doctor, I want you to help me 

take my life,” the first answer is not yes or no. The first 

answer is “something must be going on to make you 

feel that way today. Can you tell me what’s 

happening?” Often you find a context that reveals the 

statement’s meaning. 

   Physicians are people who want to help. It would be 
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easy to consider assisting in a suicide as “helping” and 

to say, “What’s the difference?” The difference is that, 

when you take a life, you’re no longer a healer. 

Sometimes the most healing thing for a physician to 

do is say to the person or family, “Are you finding this 

as hard as I am?” Just to allow those emotions to be 

expressed is a great help. 

  

How do you think our church can effectively counter 

the movement for assisted suicide? 

   We should not blow it, as we have done in the 

abortion discussion, by focusing only on the legal 

aspects. That doesn’t mean to be naive about 

lawmaking, but it also means that we shouldn’t react 

simply out of fear. Instead, let’s recognize the power 

of our tradition to create substantial change in society 

by bearing witness: by taking care of people when 

they’re old and sick, loving them, giving them 

reasonable medical care, and not shoving tubes down 

their throats when they’re dying. We pray for them 

before they die, as they die, and after they die. 

   If the church would effectively and publicly witness 

to that, we could change the culture of dying in the 

U.S. But we have not adequately shared our vision of 

an alternative way of dying that involves the love of a 

believing community. 

   People support assisted suicide because they fear 

dying, and that’s because of their experience of poor 

care. If we could emphasize pain control, symptom 

control, adequate care, and hospice, what a difference 

we could make. 

   Bishops should say, “I will take very seriously cases 

of untreated pain as a violation of Catholic ethical 

guidelines. Dying in untreated pain is an offense 

against God and against humanity.” 

  

Do you buy the studies showing that spirituality 

promotes health? 

     I’m intrigued, but I also reserve judgment for 

several reasons. One reason what those studies imply 

about God. God is ultimately beyond our control. 

Don’t think God is going to react in a statistically 

significant way to influence treatment outcomes. It’s 

heretical to think we can control God. 

   I fear some of these studies make us think we have 

ultimate control. I’ve seen women blame themselves 

for a recurrence of breast cancer: “I didn’t pray right, 

I didn’t drink enough water, I didn’t meditate.” What 

a lot of nonsense. It’s not your fault. 

   The last time I checked, somebody who had a 

really good spirituality ended up executed in the most 

horrible way possible. So if you do everything right 

the right yogurt, stand on your head and pray the right 

prayers, you’re still going to die. But that doesn’t mean 

God is not with you in the most profound way. 

  

Have you ever seen a miracle? 

   No, I haven’t. But I believe it happens. 

   I also believe there is an everyday miracle we fail to 

attend to. We look for the miracle we have decided we 

want rather than the one God is supplying. So you see 

families that have been at each other’s throats for 

years, and here they are all around the bedside praying. 

You see people reconciled, you see an opportunity for 

change or forgiveness or laughter we say, “Nah, that 

doesn’t count.” 

   Sometimes a family will say, “We are going to pray 

for a miracle.” Now I’ve learned to say, “So you 

believe in God’s goodness and care for your mother. 

They’ll say yes. 

   Then I’ll say, “Do you have enough faith to let God 

bring the miracle God wants rather than the one you’re 

going to dictate to the Lord?” 

  

Reflection Questions 

  

1. What spoke to you most in this article? 

2. If you were to die today, are you prepared 

spiritually? Do you have a Last Will and Testament 

and a Living Will?  

3. Have you considered remembering your parish in 

your Will? It is one way to continue to be a blessing to 

our parish after you have gone home to the Lord. 

Needless to say, such people are often remembered in 

masses at the parish. 

  

OUR NEW PROCESSIONAL CROSS 

  

Today you may have noticed we have a new 

processional cross, created by Joe Malham a well-

known liturgical artist from Chicago. The new cross 

has the figure of the crucified Christ on the front of it 

and an icon of the Ascension of Jesus on the reverse 

side. The following commentary on both icons was 

written by Joseph Malham, the iconographer. 

  

The Crucifixion 

  

     The Crucifixion icon on the front of the 

processional cross is drawn from the Byzantine 

iconography that made its way into Western Europe 

through Sicily, Italy and northward into France and 

Germany. The blue of the cross symbolizes royalty, 

the divinity of Christ. The gold symbolizes the 

uncreated light of God’s presence. 

     The corpus (body). The unusual curves and forms 
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of Christ’s body hold, like the sacraments themselves, 

a reality that is theological but rooted in practical 

application. Distancing themselves from the flatness 

of ancient two dimensional painting, the Greek and 

later the Italian iconographers (forerunners of the 

Renaissance) sought to add dynamism, drama and 

poetry into the human form by what was called the 

contrapposto stance. Through the contrapposto pose, 

two dimensional forms could be given a flow and 

power that could almost make the body look three 

dimensional. 

     Theologically, the emphasis on the stomach of 

Christ has meaning far beyond what the surface says. 

The corpus here is taken from the Passion Narrative of 

St. John (19:28-30). Jesus said “I thirst” which was 

mistakenly thought to mean thirst for water during his 

agony. In mystical theology, the thirst to which the 

Lord referred was the thirst for souls, the passionate 

thirst to seek and do the Father’s will to the point of 

fullness, of satiation. Having so magnificently and 

completely fulfilled His Father’s will on the cross by 

love and sacrifice, Jesus was now full and could say 

“it is done”.  

 

The Ascension Icon is taken from the Acts of the 

Apostles, (1:6-12) in which the Lord is taken up from 

the presence of the faithful, the icon shows Jesus 

ascending to the Father in a darkened sphere 

(representing the eternal and unknowable nature of 

God) while two angels point upwards. These two 

angels, instead of speaking to the Apostles, look 

around at the church community calling us to faith and 

mission, calling us to go forth in the world and 

proclaim the gospel of Jesus Christ through our words 

and actions. 

  

The Iconographer. Joe Malham has been creating 

sacred art for churches and religious communities for 

15 years. He studied art in Rome. Joe’s processional 

crosses have been commissioned by individuals and 

communities including Cardinal George of Chicago 

and the Archdiocese of Cincinnati.  

  

Have a blessed week, 
  

 

 

 


